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Must Have iPad
Accessories

Four essential add ons to get the
best iPad experience

Airpods allow you to listen
to music and make calls

hands free. With the
Airpods Pro model you can
seamlessly switch between

transparency and noise
cancelling mode. With

transparency mode
activated you are able to

still hear what is going on
around you while noise

cancellation blocks out all
background sounds.

Toner

Use the Apple Pencil instead of your
finger for precision tasks like writing

and sketching, and it can also be used
for navigating through the operating
system. It's excellent for drawings, art

creation, note taking, and similar
tasks because it's precise, has palm

rejection, and offers pressure and tilt
sensitivity.

The stand is a must have for
reducing eye strain and

allowing you to comfortably
view your iPad at eye level. The

stand is perfect for watching
videos, playing games,

listening to music, making a
phone call, viewing recipes

and using Facetime.

Ultra-portable, lightweight
Bluetooth keyboard for your iPad.
Enjoy comfortable typing on soft,

silent keys and a full row of iOS
shortcut keys that provide one-tap
access to volume controls, media

controls and more.
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WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Join our "Tech Talks" every Wednesday at 11 am
on Zoom. Send our Virtual Support Coordinator
an email at virtual@biaww.com to learn more!
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Where to Purchase

Find out where to buy these
great iPad accessories!

Click on the box to the left
to check out Apple

Canada's website to look at
the different models!

 

Toner

Click on the box on the left
 to find out which Apple

 Pencil is right for your iPad!

Click on the box on the
 right to check out this

 great stand on Amazon

Click on the box on the right to
check out Apple Canada's line

 of bluetooth keyboards!
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on Zoom. Send our Virtual Support Coordinator
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